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Tilt underlying assumption 1n the development of emerging 

countries In Southeast Asia, as well as throughout most other 

iwdeveloped parts of the world, Is that technology 1s an effective 

technique for overall economic Improvement and the catalyst for 

• better Ufé.   The assumption Is that Improved and expanded 

technology will lead to orderly economical, political, and social 

Change, primarily by Industrial growth and expansion.   The actual 

ritt of change depending on effective government policy, the general 

business and financial climate In that country or area of the 

world, the availability of natural resources, and many other major 

end minor factors. 

To help accelerate this Industrialization process the U Ited 

hâtions Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), m coopera- 

tion with the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) and others, 

organizes,supports and Implements a variety of technical assistance 

programs to expand the base and scope of technical programs in all 

itwloplng countries.   Many of these UNIDO programs have been 

•Mite significant In their effects, and this conference Is another 

tiemple of UNIDO's keen awareness to different modes and emphasis 

of technical assistance as technologies throughout the world con- 

tinué to expand it an ever increasing rate.   Hopefully, 1t Is 
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through such programs as these that people from more developed 

countries can help the less developed nations to Improve their 

social, economic, arid environmental conditions.    To be effective 

we must articulate goals and program objectives tnat are realistic 

for the given conditions, andature technical techniques that 

•re general 1n nature, yet can be tailor made for actual applica- 

tion 1n the emerging country. 

Wa should also try to do those key things which will help a 

country to industrialize, recognizing that such assistance should 

be to help build a foundation upon which the people of the country 

can then generate their own Industrial technology, from their own 

national point of view, to better serve their own unique needs and 

goals.   The industrial development should be an individual one 

where countries are concerned, i.e., it should be something Ww 

a personal wardrobe, individually tailored to fit a particular way 

of life and appropriate to their needs and their conditions.    In addi- 

tion, for Industrialization to be viable, it must interact ef- 

fectively with the economic, social, political, and legal structuras 

of that country. 

How do we proceed?   What do we do?   We should furnish tools, 

techniques and concepts that cannot only be used in general» but 

at the sctme tin» can be molded or modified to fit the particular 

technical circumstances and constraints.   For example, 1f we wtrt 

concerned with the improvement and final approval of a quality con- 

trol system for a particular industry, we would prepare a cenimi 



quality control manual for that industry, possibly based on an 

existing quality control standard such as the U.i. standard, 

Mil. Std~Q-9858A. "Quality Control Systems Requirements".    However, 

our new manual would bo mor*; detailed to unable Che quality control 

personnel in that particular industry to organize the required sys- 

tem by themselves or with some guidance, and also to enable theni 

to adapt it to their present average level of know-how and tech- 

nical understanding of their processes.    The manual would be de- 

signed so that both large and small companies in the industry 

could make use of the concepts and techniques presented,and ex- 

plained, hopefully, by practical examples.    The manual would serve 

both the government standards institute and the company as a guide 

for working out its own quality control manual, containing a 

description of its organization and all the detailed and particular 

procedures, forms, inspection records, etc., especially adapted 

to Its plants or operations.   This approach would assist the stand- 

ards Institute in establishing quality control «,,u standardiza- 

tion programs leading to quality certification or marking applications. 

It should be noted that this particular illustration 1s what 

I would like to c*lì a "software" example, and further that the 

tools and techniques of the software portion of technology imple- 

mentation are the key factors to this Implementation and strong 

viable industrial growth.    For software tools and techniques are 

general 1n nature   but broad in potential application, and powerful 
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for Individual application and use.    in contrast to most hardware 

approaches necessary for industrialization.which by their very 

nature can be very limited or highly specialized, many software 

methods have wide applicability, serving as a vehicle to help 

reach the final production goal within the ever present real-life 

constraints.   Thus. I aw suggesting   that if development of 

technologies is the best long range answer to the social and 

economic development of emerging countries, which largely depends 

on their own sources  and strengths, then an Important overall 

approach 1s application of the software techniques of modern 

quality  control and improvement.   Araong these are the Important 

concepts of standardization and quality certification, which de- 

pend heavily on the software principles of industrial statistics 

and Its applications in quality control and improvement. 

Industrial statistics is a key and unique software tool be- 

cause its forte is real problems, I.e., the real world of Indus- 

trialization 1s   complex and subject to many influencing factors 

and their interactions, which can only be properly handled and 

understood by allied statistical techniques.    Furthermore, statis- 

tics can truly be International, yet does not require large dollar 

investments per se,   but rather is applied through education and 

training, which can also contribute to the overall cultural growth 

of the emerging nation.    Furthermore, this particular   oftwtre 

tool    can play a unique role in helping develop nation^ who want 

to short-circuit some of the long-term evolutionary developments 



of the more developed countries,    i or example, one of tr,e major 

advantage; of using statistically designed experiments for nesting 

and comparison in quality improvement programs   is that thes    ap- 

plied statistical methods  Increase the «u* ot convergence ,.o the 

solution and at the sama time increase the ch«nces for succ, ssful 

experimentation.  Sue;, an approach  is applicable in any sta*- of growth, 

and It can help developing countries play technological  "le ,pfrog\ 

increasing their rate of etching up to the more developed 

countries. 

Statistical quality control methods and statistically cesigned 

experiments are two of the more developed and understood soUware 

techniques in industrialized countries.    Engineering reliability 

theory is also being applied more widely as interest has Increased 

greatly in the last decade.    A more recent software tool to ihe 

modern industriai ¿cene is time series analysis for process con- 

trol ànû adaptive quality control. 

If we recognize the need for a technological base for eco- 

nomic, social, and cultural growth, and the need to make max i muni 

use of software techniques to sustain and expand the technological 

complex, then we also need to recognize that the integrity of 

the workers, management, end government officials is the moral 

fiber that greatly strengthens and supports an advancing industrial 

technology.    At the same time a national integrity can help build 

and reinforce a national quality conscienceness in technical 



programs as weil as personal well b^ing.    Meanin-jful industrializa- 

tion and economic expansion cannot take place without quality or 

integrity of all producís nui  without. ¡iiOi'uVi.y ui   iutc^rúy of 

aU people concerned.    Explicit recoqnition of this condition 

can   provide   the vital  link between technical  knowledge, the 

consequences of its use, and the inherent social dynamics of the 

developing society, which will vary from country to country. 

However,  the principles involved are clear and when properly applied 

to each socioeconomic situation lead to increased progress 1n all fleets 

of an emerging society. 

In particular, organization and creation of quality certifica- 

tion or marking programs, both for local as well as international 

markets, are highly dependent on both the principles of quality 

or Integrity and on tha analytical principles of industrial statis- 

tics.   The certification marking system must be designed with these 

principles in mind and the means selected to induco industries 

to improve their quality control syr terns will also be  jovemed 

by these principles.    As local industry becomes aware of the need 

to introduce and improve qua'i.t.) conaoi, progress will Le rapid 

if these principles are employed, and the status quo can be 

avoided. 

1 feel these are the basic tenets in the organization aid 

administration of quality inspection and certification markInj 

programs which must depend heavily on the cooperation, ability and 

attitude   of the industry or company.    For example, if a government 
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wishes tu superviso exports tor compliance with quality standards, 

it could hâve government inspectors sample ail shipments, but with 

increasing exports frot.i expanded industrialization tiiis will 

become completely impractical. Therefore, supervision of exports 

will probably have to be transferred to a government ins ci tute 

suchas a standards institute to supervise the quality control sys- 

tems of companies (Manufacturing for export, rather than just their 

shipments. Thus we will require programs that involve » great 

deal of interaction between industry and the institute, and the 

ultimate success of the operation will depend on the mutual trust 

and respect which can be developed and maintained between the two 

parties under changing economic, and social conditions. Increased 

size and complexity of the industrial enterprizes will oily add 

to the need for recognition and application of the basic prin- 

ciples for development of viable technologies, and will require a 

system approach, an organized, mathematical, structured, objective 

approach to the total systems problem, which is the emerging 

country. On an even larger scale there will be need for inter- 

national and regional co-operation, and the principles of quality 

and integrity can again serve as the basic tenets of this co- 

operation in the operation of quality certification or marking 

programs. 

In the following sections the concepts discussed above will 

be covered in more depth, and specific illustrations will be 

given to help convey the important ideas. The need for a planned 
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and co-ordinated approach to   standardisation and quality control 

will be discussed, as well as the rok of government did its or- 

ganization«.  In improving the quality of goods manufactuivd in 

the emerging country.    The responr Witte«; of the wanufjcturers 

and other national organizations such as oublie utilities, as partici' 

pants In the quality assurance and certification narking system 

will also be Included.    In all this the interactions of tech 

nolofty and society must be recognized so that a strong and viable 

Industrialization can grow within the structures native to a country 

and provide a base for lasting sodai, economical and environmental 

changes.    In a world in which demand seems to Increase more rapidly 

than resources become available» we must move forward on a homo- 

genous and sound basis, sucn *s furnished by standardization and 

certification. 

scum QUALITY CQHTHOL PRüCäAMS 

Consistent production of quality products does net happen by 

chance, and there 1s a continuing need for sound quality control 

programs in all Industry and business. The control of quality 

is the responsibility of everyone In the enterprise, and a concen- 

trated effort by workers and management alike Is required—beginning 

with the initial design and continuing as long as the product is 

manufactured. A quality control program, when Integrated with 

each design and manufacturing function, reduces the chances of a 

substandard product reaching the market place and very much helps 



to attain one of our goals of industrialization:    satisfied customers 

•s a means for continued economic expansion. 

A sound quality control program is an effective system for 

the prevention, detection, and correction of product defects that 

would cause customer dissatisfaction or costly Interruptions to 

production schedules.    The system Is designed to detect quality 

problems at the earliest possible stage of the design or maiu- 

facturlng sequence 1n order to permit corrective action to b¿ taken, 

¡n «any cases without requiring a change or comprise in co,t. 

quelle, or production schedule.   Early quality problem detection 

minimizes both dollar and time lotsest an Increase In production 

time can be very Important, possibly more important than actül 

dollar losses when a new product Is being introduced.   This business 

nature of the quality problem emphasizes the necessity to stress 

the prevention capabilities of an effective quality control ,>ro- 

qrm rather than just correction of quality problems.   A c«niete 

o^iìlty control program will insure a company's competitive posi- 

tion 1n both national and International markets and help to „wxi- 

miie profits.   A properly designed program pays Its own way 

mm» times over with both revenues and savings. 

Quality control or quality assurance begins with produc. 

Inspection and 1t never ends.    In this product development cy.le 

there are three bask phases:   design, compliance to design, 

and performance; and each of these three broad areas 1n the mention 

of M industrial enterprise must be closely integrated with the. 
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quality assurance program. The quality of dtsi-jn must tv; disting- 

uished from quality of compliance, and both of these fo m quality 

Of performance. 

The quality ut design  is concerned with the stringency ¡>t  the 

design specification': for tin  mai!ufacture- of the product     A dif- 

ftrence in specification or specifications for the sanie luncuonal 

use is a difference in quality or design, often called "<jrad.>". 

Quality of design is greatly influenced by the market for thj 

product, and generally the greater the specified requirement;  for 

precision, reliability,strength,  infcerchangability of a manufactured 

item, etc., the better  the quality of design,    ine Mercedes àr\ó 

the Volkswagen automobiles serve tht same bas»c tunction.il u,e, 

but they differ in many features of design and *re there ion.« dif- 

ferent in quality of design, which results in different design 

specifications. 

Quality of compliance,    on the other hard,  is related u the 

faithfulness with which the produci   compares to the original de- 

sign requirements, i.e., how well  the manufactured part ,onf>rms 

to design specifications.    A Volk^wagon which can operate ant one 

which cannot, have the saine quality of design, but they dhfi- 

in quality of confünuance.    In addition, both Manufacturers .,f 

the Mercedes and tht Volkswagon have problems in quality of ..om- 

pliance—that is, producing Mercedes and Volkswagon that ine-t 

the respective design requireri,,nu.    Quality assurance is cicely 

•1 
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associated with compliance or conformance quality, and it is this area where 

most of the Statistical   technique!, for sciupi mg and control have 

been used. 

A complete program for achieving quality assurance requires 

consideration of both the quality of design end the quality ur 

conformance to design, and this joint consideration is the quility 

of performance.    That is, the product is put to use and how n 

performs is dependent upon both the quality of design ana the 

quality of conformance.    The product can have the best possible 

design but  poor control of conformance to design can cause poor 

performance.   Conversely, the best conformance control 

cannot make a product function properly if the design is not 

right.    Neither the Mercedes nor the Volkswagon will operate 

correctly if the engine manufacture or ¡>o<iy assembly is Ul,ne incor- 

rectly. 

There are optimum levels with respect to cost of both the 

<tu*Hty of design and the quality of conformance.    These levels 

have to be determined by management and will involve "tradeoffs" 

or compromises between cost, delivery schedules, and product 

quality.    A poor quality program will result in excessive rev.ork 

or scrap costs and/or late deliveries for sales.    A good quality 

program nay cost wore initially (e.g., fixed investment cost:., 

training costs, initial costs of Insepction equipment, etc.) 

but the program will more than pay its way in reducing quality 

losses {both tangible and intangible) and late deliveries due to 
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poor quality.    In addition, qualit;' problems cane largely fruii a 

small percentaye of the quality characteristic:, of the producís 

and usually account for a major percentage of all quality  losses. 

This greatly narrows the area of proti table cost control applica- 

tions and ¿usures maximum return on  the quality control  investment. 

Thus, we should look upon quality control as a profit maximizing 

activity,  for proper uso of this management tool will permit 

products to be manufactured at the  lowest possible cost for the 

quality level desired. 

A good quality program is also an insurance program for .Many 

reasons.    Customers return to select a certain product because 

thay nave learned that they can rely on the quality of the prcduct. 

The sales organization can promote and sell confidently with the 

knowledge that the product delivered  to the customer will be as 

represented.    Company management ran plan for the future with 

confidence that sales will not decline because of custow.-r disap- 

pointment.    Finally, botn the customer and the manufacturer ore 

comforted by the knowledge that the product has been producec in 

« quality control environment. 

QIMLTTV CONTROL PROGRAMS IM WmOflM COUNTRIES 

Sound quality control starts with education and training, for 

It 1s people who implement effective quality control.    Quality 

control education and training for everyone from top management 

tolhe rank-and-file workers in each and r.very department must be 

WÊÊÊÊ 



promue ^^uir.-.d.     If  p,wis,o...   .,,,„1,,,!,   fllI.   „,p.v.v,B:t,It. 

of the fjj,uily  Inveì   o'   thns, o^ie,  •¿;,,' ,J(Jhry ,.-„.|U)  w¡(, 

•lor !).• jttained.     The i-.u,  prv<uCr.  ot   •?!'••; f U   i* ',.-•   T r "     -'•    •' it.J1   -tili    Jt,ij    ,.(   I ,     ijlU 

H  not  JJS1.   r„ulity   pr0l!,..t :,„;      ,);   ,-,   ..,,..,   priJe_     ílriíii   ii( 

wnrkmarKUB c,(,  i.r^.i,   , wh„.c ^ipmy, an ìr,uMr.Vi u n.Uon. 

A traditi!«, of  ca-., M ty pnuluaiun   is en;;  ir. wU.h twery...-,..-  • , „ 

tu KU   pri(1»J. 

Too uüJL-rlylr.^  pr ^ipìev  drilj íp^roprií-u  íechriic,ue<. o 

quuiUy rtf,süfunce art« well known,  but ejcn developing cou.-.'r, 

will   require a ^whdt different appi •;,;>{• ,„„  for v.-.ryinsj OJ I - 

turd! environment:,,     ^eref ore the   ¡d,,l  deinen, d..d  ..»plei.* ..Urs 

of s national  quality ¡eovemenl wnich can  ccitnbuto siyn-.ii- 

cantly to industrialization ^10. : ! be the iruiWus people (., 

tnatnation,    ¡lowve; ,   the opportunity  t» lt(í¡n  um  thv .:<Pí.M itnc.e 

uf others und to .jvoiu mistake onici, were mede i>lsev.terc sn« ,ld 

be fully executed whwi-iver di!(J wherever' poü'iule.    Inc.e ?,;,,.»,- 

tunlties include the   iv.ii labiì i tv of  ir»JiviJu«i qjjh», ccntn.t 

experts or *ems if consultants   to help  in -i variety oí my s- 

from assisting ir, c<.rrytF,fj out pilot projects   ,n quality curarci 

in different nm.iuf.ii:.\.,hr,i| plants   to »t-l:;ir.n plan, urKu.ize,   and 

tâke-part in pxttntivc  -.-dur jf.ion  and/or  tram:ny ujurso«.  tor t)|l 

levels ur production personnel,    Tr,e lessons .I.M experience ,-rovidud 

by such autnontie., should be- cdretully  learned   su that the>  e¿n 

I>& experimented wi th wisely «ind applied with considerable di   i^-iice. 
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Every country will „.-*. unique contro!  factors  that will inaine 

the extent t, whu,, H c«, *.,:,t ^lit, tant^. out  it „ust strive 

for cocete .miction  ir order fu  U*r  fui;  auvar^ge „t 

technoiuyicol development.;. 

With sud, a Use, , i:ourftr:, ca|t Lujìd un tìAj(;àtiori aild t)t|j|j_ 

ing program  ir, quality control.     in,,  pro^ruu, will  wnslsr of a 

diversity of way,  for „^cir.g it, objective,  including sendin, 

qualified pwpl, to íorti,r¡ Jliîvmiti^ füllcye;>>  ar|d/or ir|Ju5trjaì 

education progrès, as well <ì, developer* ùnd expansion of esten- 

sive education,! activities ,t «,„*.    Bot» elementary anu ad- 

vanced quality com,-) course, ,n«uW be arranged for orl a ^ularly 

scheduled basi,, as well „ the period,t organisti« of W«iu«s.. 

conferemo,   ¿l„d lectures  on quality rontrol end  related subjects 

(such ,s «por-imHntal dosilo.     Uryer cantee, recocjrnzi„a the 

"«d for „«»re '«xlurn ^ , i ¡.y cf,<troi systems, should oryanwe  ,n- 

Plant  training cour-.e, *„d  lecture, or o^iity control.    txp.,ience 

in the ,„ore dov.ioped count nes ,, » , field in   industrial quality 

control shows r.h„t auction ^i tralnlrg are  ,.he „rincip„l  condì- 

tiens «wring the des ir«; „es.    This eduction can b,  furiai 

or infornai,  hut   if the graduai* worts  i„ a„ environnent which U 

not   conducive    to rüntimiln*, quality r.or.'.rul  vacation, tht 

graduate will  soon foryet what was learned in tne classroum. 

quality contro, education «uu be suppled by a co^ny ciiwto 

which .„otivutes the „.dividual operators to want to produco giJOd 

quality, ana this is the responsibility of top sagement. 

•î^SêSêUêêê 
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Whit   is   ih« .esponsibM.ty of the government  i-,  r.nc UIV.MZ.I- 

tion and or.rr.il. u.r 0}  .¡uaiay control pruy; ,:v.   ir, tf,¡ ^¡....-gj,,.. 

economy;    It .wist  provide d r^i:, or « vehicle  far   locus im,  it, 

attention on  the prozìi on of  industrial quality control pr,.'ir««i.¿ 

and as wo shall   .:t.t. later, for a-viilopin-j »..tibial  sundii;];   alld 

offkJal  «jüälity certification or irking schcu.es.    A good «.Lining 

place on a   limmd sci,.., sin,-,-  n would nut be coniarne- wuh 

standards  nor certification programs could !„• a product»vit;   in- 

stitut,;, which would fuinish  ino necessary technical  kn»*len> for 

aiding small  co-ip,nies in  introducing the beginnings of a .juality 

control ir.twi,.    Also the institute's educational and training 

programs  for   improving ¡.roduclivity can  include complementa, / courses 

in quality and pro.^s control,  as well  as the sponsorship 0¡ 

conferences,  seminar:,, and worKhuus whiu» would include the 

role of quality disura-.ee relative to of.er management cunavns. 

On a  larger scale and for the long temi promotion or a viable 

program of national quality conscientiousness, the yoverniuen-1. will 

need a standard',  institute, probably within a .Ministry of in- 

dus try, cornerei: or finance,   to serve as Lhe catalyst  in trie develop- 

ment of industrial  qjahty control   progrès   both  iarye and  .mail, 

for the expandiruj technological base    and hopeful ¡y for a growing 

national  and  international market.    The overall goal   is  io 

aid, not deter, in tho introduction and operation of qual.ty ..ro- 

grams in  industry.     It must establish with industry a rapport and 

confidence such  that companies with quality problems will co if icio 
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»n  ine  intitulo,  ¿ml not  try  tu ,iúi tr,u.¡ly picáis just  ,.o 

««et proilucLlon schitfulss  ,mi ^W co,„,-i tr»»t.s.    Tn   Ihv **•• the 

institute can truiy help *v.<i inuucc- companies  to ¡«.prove tho.r 

quality control system,  «,nd in  that se,,,e ,„.ke tiie  Institutes 

job easier,  for an exceptionally iGVere -v.ponsHn i i ty fulls 

upon the authority that sets tn, paus/fail   luve!  of acceptability 

of commercial product..    FurW.ermoro , consensu., such a, an in- 

dustrial standard,  is needed to set the minimum level  of „cccpt- 

abhity, and both  industry and yovernwnt must share this burden 

if the quality activity i:  to be successful. 

Specifically, the standards  institute's quality control 

section or department should offer consulting services in qu„my 

control and techni,al  assistance  in soiv„.g specific quality probi 

to coiiiPani,s requesting such ^rvice,.    These services  should be . 

government subsidiad to a snidi degree to .incou.jge com- 

panies  to use such services.    However, ur.de- no ciixumstance. 

should such services be almost or completely free,  foi   titer; ,he 

recipients will take the auvice  .ianjy instead of seriously, to 

the Je triment   of the overall program ot activities.    The institute 

must be ao^e to fumi'h appropriate technical advice that th, ir 

customers  can use íHü apply,  and therefore have confidence  •!, 

tn>,  institute's technical  abilities arid be willing to pay fo.   it 

on a business basis.    This   is a \iL>ry  important policy in the 

ems 



Il- 
.»ration of   , ñutida!  prcir^, for it is d voluntary means  to i 

«iuce   mduih-ies  to iwprove tne.r quality control jrog.^, b> -oPlî 

the natural tconi,„ic  fetors  i,,   industrial  d,v loument ..*.., t  tho.r 

pressure  ¡or  ,J greater MuLion.ïl  quality conerà. 

E duc.» Mona i progrès oí   tfi.j sU-ndan*,   in^itutn „r.   ano.-or 

voluntary «wans which t.he governi, can sub;idwe to thow T., 

readings to aid t, vnmnq and o'omot.ional programs in u^alU,   con- 

trol.     In ihr, crea, th.: government must rc-cuyni/e tnat 4u.il.1y 

control engins and technicians will be  few and the probi,,   can 

be•« acute with ttie snortage of ,„anpow»r in godrai and fumicai 

personnel  in particular.     U should j* recognised i.iuit train, ,g 

couisus must be sufficiently oordinnted betw.cn diffeu.rit LV.JCü- 

tional   institutions,  and Wi;Vl  strati fi»-..! accordimi to the pre- 

vious education and present pos-.ti uns of the students.    These 

educa: tond  activities roust disi. recognise that some companies, 

fc.g..  the )ai<^  international concerns,  "ave already reached 

quality control  level;, far ooyor.d the basics and probably h«v..' 

introduced quality engmetrir: . and quality mrtnageiüent functic is 

in addition tu basic  inspection systens, which are usually th.- 

early stages ot quality control in on emerging country.    At tie 

same time, many companies arc however stii! at the elementary 

stage ot" trans foni: in y inspection into effective quality  .ysti as 

iiid just befjinr.ing co apply modern quality engineering and stitis- 

tical softwaiv methods.    As a more progressiv«, even sopnisti ated 

suye in quality contrai   ¡s  reached, usually based on a J vana-J 
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technological know-how,  the standards Institut .v.H UìVì) to have 

responsive management to keep pace wUh a dynamic national quality 

movement.    For   even after a breakthrough ir, »utitude toward 

quiiUy control is achieved, much will remain to «*• accomplished 

in training and assisting industries to reach the dosi red results. 

Besides the voluntary means described above there are two 

other main ways the government can induce complies to improve 

their quality control programs.    There are direct mandatory 

(»eins and indirect or partially mandatory means.    In the lonur 

there should only be selective application of mandatory means or 

the whole program will become impractical.   For example, when 

food products are first exported a government will usually closely 

supervise these exports through the use of governirsnt inspectors 

to staple shipments; but with increased export; this becoraos 

completely impractical and another approach n¡ust b« token. 

Principles should be adopted so that Mandatory export quality con- 

trol In all fields of industry can b> handled adequately ,.nd 

properly.    Such principles will also be applicable to quality 

certification programs, which will supplement and couplaient ex- 

port quality activities. 

One principle is that companies with an adequate quality 

control system, willingness to cooperate, and which show steady 

long term Improvement in their quality control programs could 

receive exemption from Inspection of national or international 

MMâ^iiaÉHiaâaii», 
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shipment for periods ranging from three to six months.    Such 

companies, would be required to meet oil minimum requirements for 

an effective quality control system ûS best tailored to each situ- 

ation.(kind of product, size of plant, nature of production process, 

etc.), and to keep detailed production records and records of each 

production quality or each shipment's quality.   Personnel of the 

government's standards institute would visit each plant periodically, 

but not on a fixed schedule, to check production control and product 

quality records, and carry out verification tests of current pro- 

duction or shipments in order to compare with those recorded by 

the company.    The Institute's personnel would record their findings, 

which would be filed for future periodic summarization and evalu- 

ation.   Companies could be classified according to their quality 

performance, and the frequency of plant visits and product amount 

to be checked by the institute would depend on this classification. 

Companies Mould be Informed of the institute's findings, the nature 

of any recurring quality defects, and encouraged to take advantage 

of any assistance for solving quality or quality related problems 

at the company's expense.    The results of such a program can be 

wry positive, and the effectiveness of such an approach has been 

well demonstrated. 

An indirect »»«ans of the government, which has a mandatory 

effect, 1s through large public purchasers such as the defence 

forces, local governments, municipalities, housing boards, public 

\ 
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utìtitles, etc., which can directly influence the quality of 

products manufactured in the country.    For, unlike the Individual 

consumer, such large governmental type bodies usually can precisely 

define their requirements in clear technical specifications, and, 

Witt» axtensive testing or engineering facilities usually available 

to «»«.ascertain whether their technical terms are met.   This ap- 

proach can also be effective if these bodies require many of their 

purchases to be locally certified by the government standards 

Institute.    It should be noted however, that this does not Iwply 

that laws and regulations should be passed requiring specific typas 

Of purchases to be made by each responsible public body; rattier 

tht stcret to success in this area 1s that the technical armi, 

of these public bodies recognize on their own the quality anJ 

n»i1wility advantages of requiring certified quality products, 

and Independently give the certifying institution such as the 

standards institute a vote of confidence that will be deserved. 

For those government agencies and public institutions that tío not 

possess the facilities and know-how to perform acceptance tests 

on the various products they purchase, the government's standards 

institute could perform this quality assurance function for them. 

It should also he noted that to fully and effectively carry 

out Its responsibilities» the standards institute must not only 

have technical software capabilities but also extensive technical 

hardware facilities and capabilities for carrying on the myriad 
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of acceptance ariti quality conformante teatini) required  ¡or • neck- 

ing und certification.     Ideally sun à capability will   inc'luJe 

advanced engineering and scientific personnel who can direc! <jn.i 

bdck-up the  testing facilities,  particularly w.ten trunblc-st.uoting 

is necessary or other difficult quality problems are encourue red. 

Tnis advanced technical  capability can also be utilized for spurt- 

sored industrial research projects, particularly fur those involv- 

ing indirect quality and reliability improvements or change-. 

Such an arrangement enhances the overall technological  competance 

of the institute to help it spur companies and industries to take 

action to improve their quality control systems and to enable it 

to respond to the expanding quality control activities that will 

take place as the country becomes more and more industrialized. 

Por, as quality control methods are introduced into àn increasing 

number of industries and results of pioneers in the field a»» 

reported, others will follow suit. 

QMÂLIiy CFRÍIFTCATIÚN MARfíING PROGRAMS 

The primary reason behind any certification program h to 
. «^  

make easier the identification of products which meet certain 

standards.    For even if an excellent standard for a prouuet exists, 

how is the consumer to know wiiether the product purchased meut» 

the standard-possibly requiring both certain safety and performance qualities 

-unless it is identified in sotie manner.    This manner shouU: indicate that 
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the s tan d j ids jns ti tute certifies thai; the product doe:,  in fa< :. meet 

the set standard.      More   importantly, a recognizable mti.hud  J >>r 

certifying product quality is necessary to improve à manufacurer's 

ability to export product:  throughout the world, and thus contribute 

to the economic development of the emerging country. 

Certification is a valid quality assurance function and the 

standards it is based on also aid in the manufacture of and 

procurement of quality products      In fact, standards of manufacture, 

performance, and safety are the keys to successful  internationaliza- 

tion of products.    The use of mutually acceptable standards contain- 

ing information on pertinent characteristics und testina and me«- 

suring procedures will satisfy both buyer and seller.    The cost 

for receiving inspection,   longer acceptance and life testing, 

and the cost of rejection (discounts or shipment costs and odnnnis- 

trative costs) will be substantially lower with a realistic certi- 

fication scheme.    With a certification program the consumer nas 

assurance-security- and will buy, satisfied with the knowledge 

that the product is worth the price when its quality is   identified. 

In principle,  products manufactured and tested in accordane 

with published standards and attested to by the certifying organi- 

zation - indicating that the manufacturer's tests and quality ron- 

torls are in accordance with the published standard - would be ac- 

cepted by the purchaser (importer) in the everyday course of business. 

In practice, a product would be subjected to examination and testing 

within the manufacturer's facility, or tested and evaluated by the 
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vtcinoards instituto who, wru-r. jpproprñ'te, woilJ Mortify tiu.L certain 

characteristics of the product ex;r;f in accordarne with che stand- 

ard.   Thíit is,  any certification ^Uem based on standard', sn»uld 

utilize tu the maximum extent, where they exist  in âpproiirLu- 

form and suitable precision, the internal quality con tro I procedures 

of manufacturers where products «re being certified, and should 

encourjge the development of these procedure!,. 

As the economy expands, the business wealth of the- developing 

country will be more dependent thdn ever before upon the ability 

of management  to apply quality control and reliability technologies 

for the purposes of insuring that products and services they control 

satisfy the consumer, and a national certification program will 

insure that these conditions are fulfilled.    Also, as technical 

progress develops, the tie> between standardization and <tuaitty 

control will become still closer, and it  !:. natural  that the 

responsibility for an effective certification program should rest 

with the institution responsible for overseeing the development 

and improvement of quality control systems,    This public bod/ will 

be the most familiar with the dominant role of quality control to 

assure that products con foni» to requirements, safeguards, and 

standards, and it will have the fullest understanding of how stand- 

ards should and can be developed. 

However, the actual drafting and adopting of standards  .hould 

be the responsibility of a third independent party, with only in 

indirect connection with the institute for proper commun i cat.on , 
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interchange, and feedback of  pertinent technics   information.    This 

third party should be made up or' ex; trt:-,  in Www  respective fields 

from industry.,   government, and education, WHO hdv..* seo.»rule nut com- 

plementary technical   interest:,   in  the standard to be develop« d, und 

who possess the collective judge.r.C'nt  to cíe o i de if c. comp lately new 

standard is required or whether- ¿in existing standard can be adopted 

as  is or with some modifications.    They should have the technical 

scientific, and engineering facilities» of the inst. i tule at tnoir 

disposal  if questions abyut certain technical aspects of the standard 

must be answered, yet be autónomos,  so   that they can be unbiased 

in their deliberations.    Once a standard is formulated, it is up to 

the institute to see that it is applied properly    and to use it as 

a basis  for the quality certi 1 i »notion mark inj program.     It \:   also 

ine unban t that   tnii  independen;  orjankMtion l'or sponsoring -.md 

adopting standards  insure thct  its stanuards n.-fleet exiting 

technology,and dve kept current, and adequately up-graded to ¡llow 

for technological  innovation. 

In addition, there will  be need for a legal  basis ar.d method by 

which the standards   institute  licenses the producer or vendu.»   to 

use its certification mark.    A  licensing contract would be appro- 

priate, which would contain a written procedure,  possibly tailored 

for euch standard, setting forth a continuing inspection and follow- 

up program to be performed by the institute.    The responsibility 

l'or all reasonable costs  incurred  in the operation of the certifica- 

tion program would be included  in  the licensing contract.    The mark 
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¿huulJ ut al I   ti irte s ¡¡e •-r.'...*-»   U»r .,-jf»Lrui ut   ih,'. í.r.rjuairü>  institute, 

who can   ¡y-.'.u;   it  -is wcï !  <''  '.nUnlr iw   it   if  «.úrvitiui's  -u ^ü^IU. 

Condit.iu.ib   teadinu to withdrawal  c,hou!d .iho iw ••.lUrlW out in  the 

certi fi Cet t. ¡on   l i cees irr.) aiyeeiw/nl     The principia' bt'iny  Lhu*  th«. 

certificat ion i:. optiun.il, but no1; quaranteed. 

A quality certification markiny urcgrui.i can be   • *u.iüaíi Mit.j * 

framework foc expandinq the national and iu'ernation*] lü.jrM.t, but 

it must be equiii  in severity and actual  policing.    It shoulc uß ap- 

plied with fair.iess and equal  njiüity to every company  that uses 

the certification system, so that no company has a commercial ad- 

vantage in  the looseness of the «./ítem.      Thus, quality certification 

can becoiia- a major vehicle in promoting technical progress and 

standard?, a major vehicle in the ass uni Lit ion of new, hiqh quality 

products. 

SOtViiARi KCHHOLOGV 

lit the introduction iL was pointed out th<iL a key factor in 

the growth of the economy is tl.p software portion ot the  industrial- 

ization procedi,.    Within  this software portion art the important 

techniques of standardization ¿nd quality control, which have buen 

discussed,     lu i tidily in a developing technology these .» iftwire 

application«; are the most important ones, but for continued jrowth 

it will also be necessary that advanced methods of industrial 

statistics im introduced for more progressive and sophisticated 

stages of quality control  and imprcve«nent.    Thus*: advanced m«.thuds 
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would include:    design of experiments, product reliability, ..nd 

stochastic process control.    These advanced mothodr will bo .applicable 

at different stages uf industrial  gr-wth and expansion of quality 

control programs.    The first could bu especially important tu 

developing countries, for it could help them increase their rate 

of catching-up to the more developed Castries und at the sanie 

time the emerging nation would benefit fron process quality improvements, 

which are so vital to a dynamic  industrialization effort. 

Modern statistical experimental design techniques hove ¡x-en 

formulated to efficiently assist production and process  improvement 

studies, which are and should be carried on continuously in  indus- 

try for overall quality improvement.    That is, a very important 

activity in any company is t.he continuous comparison of old und new 

manufacturing methods, production processes, product designs, etc. 

There is a never-ending search tor new techniques to improve tht 

quality and reliability, as well  as reduce the cost, of the finished 

product.    This comparison process will be going on formally or in- 

formally, and the company in constan ly faced with very important 

decisions of whether to make a processes production change or not. 

These comparisons will require a testing and/or experimentation 

program, and it is obvious that for such a program to be fully 

effective and successful  it must be properly planned so that the 

resulting process changes do le-ad to increased quality and reliabil- 

ity.    Therefore, experimental  design techniques should be used which 
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can minimizo the costs of testing and '..'Xperiiiientatioii, wh1U it the 

sau»  time greatly increase the chances for successful quality im- 

provements. 

The experimental design techniques have been developed to 

assist the experimenter in both the planning of the exptrinh;nt as 

well  as in the an-jlysis of the observed data or results.    The me- 

thods ire such that the experimenter can maximize the amount, of 

possible information from each test or experiment, and thereby 

increase his ability to make a meaningful and useful analysis 

of the results.    Furthermore, the design techniques can be used In 

a sequential strategy such that the results of one test can bt 

used as the basis for another test or group of tests if and as 

required.    Thus, larger experimental programs can be planneJ so 

that each experiment or test supplements the previous one, enabling 

the experimenter to proceed in sequential steps as Information is 

gathered.    This flexibility allows the experimenter to adjust to 

unexpected results, good or bad, and thereby increase the chances 

for success while holding down the overall experimental cost. 

The wide range of application and flexibility of statistical 

experimental design techniques means that they can be used l>y 

both industry and private or governmental research institutes, 

and should be very applicable to developing countries.   For   they 

can be applied without the use»  for example, of computers or other 

sophisticated hardware, and experience has proven they can handIt 

complex problems,  th.it is, real  practical problems of industrial- 

ization. 



A related software tool is a continuous investiyative routine 

called Evolutionary Operation, which is applied on the full scale 

plant on a day-to-day basis. The philosophy of evolutionary 

Operation is that it is Inefficient to run an industrial process 

solely to produce n  quality product. That is, a process should 

be operated not only to produce a quality and reliable product but 

also to produce information on how to improve the product quality. 

Evolutionary Operation is a simple statistical method for process 

improvement, run by the operating people themselves in the nomai 

routine of production. It has successfully been applied in highly 

industrialized societies, and should have significant potential 

in developing countries. 

The reliability of a product is also one of the major interests 

of quality control. For, as products become more complex in function 

and performance, and as the processes for their production become 

more precise, emphasis on the reliability segment of product quality 

becomes increasingly significant. Reliability is that aspect of 

quality assurance which Is concernid with the quality of product 

performance over tin«. In contrast to traditional quality control, 

reliability is associated with quality over the long term whereas 

quality control is associated with the relatively short period of 

time required for the manufacture of the product. The causes of 

unreliability of product are many, as are the causes of poor 

quality. 
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Product reliability is only one of  the qualities of a pr.duct, 

and In the fin«! ana lys ir, the reliability re-|¡n remits  lor a p^Ul 

are determined by its customers'   riiqulreirenc::.    There  is a certain 

product reliability standard that provides ih;? r.ustoiiK r with the 

most economical system to meet, the required needs, which must be do- 

ttrini ned as a baiane* with other product quality parainevrs.    Product 

reliability is one of  the wore important f^alitier, uf tiw product, 

but it should not be separated i vom othfr ¡«rodaci.-quality consider- 

ations.    At the saine time, a consistent upgrading of reliability 

through a ¿eries of effective design changes, method changes, and 

improved quality control generally provides an economic means for 

attaining required product reliability goals. 

Ä1MMARV 

Systematic quality control and improvement VJ rwdd if de- 

veloping nations are going to benefit t're,^ tru- e.-;pani-d and  .;«- 

proved technologies they are nurturing,    furthermore, ail-around 

quality improvepient will be a top problem, and quality problems 

in general will continue, be.auso the faster the rate of tt^hnoloj- 

icil progress and the higher the corresponding standard of "living, 

the stricter ire the quality requirements for each product and the 

shorter the time to satisfy the growing demand of a national econ- 

omy and world markets.    Also, it is not a mutter of solving the 

quality problem once and for all, but rather that of keeping the 

quality of the every product at an up-to-date level, utilizing 

the latest achievements of science and technology in the production 

process. 
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Government backing can assure industriai concentration w\ 

quality improvement measures and give powerful  impetus to the fuller 

utilization of proven quality control methodology.    Jt must also 

strive to foster a quality consciousness among all the people and 

help create tne proper attitude throughout top management.   There 

must be a nation«! policy and capability for standards-setting, or 

quality control will have a marginal existence if strong mechan 1 sais 

are not established for enforcing standards, both product and manag- 

erial.    Hopefully mechanisms can be established which will not be 

exclusively governmental  or purely voluntary.    The degree of manda- 

tory means should depend on the unique national character, cultural 

background and abilities of the developing nation. 

The idea of product certification—whereby a product can be 

made» tested,  inspected, and certified in the country of origin 

to an agreed-upon specification in such a mariner that it can be 

accepted by a local customer or a customer in any other country 

without further test or inspection—can be used to foster national 

and international  trade.    At the same time, certification systems 

have legal  implications in most countries, and they should not 

become non-tariff barriers but should function as an aid rather 

than a deterrent to trade.    Thus, the goal should be to remove 

trade barriers, not build them, for the purposes of a quality 

assurance system are not different from country to country. 
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A sound quality control system and an effective certification 

narking program maintains and improves the quality of economically 

produced products delivered on i"-».    To he effecti      the program 

mist be based on technical principles that are true In general, 

but can be used to cus torn-tal lor the quality programs to fit a 

given life style and appropriate to unique national needs and 

goals of Improved social, economic, and environmental conditions. 

At the seme time, a national Integrity must be the bonding agent 

between the technological principles and an enhanced quality of lift 

for all, which Is the fundamental challenge of increased Industrial- 

ization. 
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